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Similar to our analysis of offices, this review revealed that no DEA office had a formal method for capturing, tracking and analyzing requested assistance. This oversight was surprising to us, as most DEA offices
have established formal systems to track and manage various requests. Agents stated that the lack of assistance tracking records hindered office operations. For example, one DEA manager stated that a lack of

tracking made it difficult to identify opportunities for coordination between offices. These officers felt that, if agents in the field were able to communicate needs to the appropriate DEA office, it may have
prevented uncoordinated or rushed response times. Additionally, DEA personnel felt that tracking information would be useful for coordination between offices to help ensure that personnel in one office could

mobilize assistance to a location if needed. Cracking the news & entertainment sector of the book and cinema has just become a lot more interesting and inviting with the launch of cinemas in Thailand and
Australia with special 3D premium brands which aim to attract the widest of audiences. However, it is too much to leave Australia and Thailand standing as the only two theaters. The first way was as an arbiter.

These were individuals who had the ability to arbitrate a dispute amongst the tenants of a particular landowner. They would determine the outcome and the rent that would be paid out. If you remember the
tenants protection arbitration clause in the Rome's Landlord's and Tenants Code , you'll see that these arbitrators were similar to that. They awarded rent due, they didn't assess rent due, or they otherwise

collected rent on behalf of the landowner.
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